RBNZ cuts 50bps – Initial thoughts and possible trade ideas

- The RBNZ unexpectedly cut the OCR by 50bps, citing sluggish domestic growth and global risks.
- The market prices the terminal OCR at around 0.65%, implying close to a 50% chance of a move to 0.5%.
- The RBNZ has shown it is willing to be pre-emptive, aggressive and wants to get ahead of the curve. Past form suggests negative news in NZ or globally may result in more cuts as the “path of least regret”.
- The RBNZ reaction function argues for receiving short-end NZ rates outright and vs. Australia. Steepeners and BEI wideners should benefit, subject to global markets not worsening further. A NZ steepener boxed with an AU flattener helps neutralise that global risk.

RBNZ springs massive surprise
Against consensus expectations and market pricing for a 25bp rate cut, the RBNZ sprung a massive surprise by cutting 50bps at the August MPS. The RBNZ cited the slowing domestic economy and global growth, recently exacerbated by deteriorating trade tensions between the US and China, as the reasons behind the OCR cut. In the press conference, Governor Orr said the committee had weighed up cutting 25bps now and signalling another cut in the future versus an immediate 50bp move at this meeting, and said the “path of least regret” was “more, sooner” rather than the risk of “doing too little and too late.” In the event the aggressive OCR cut delivers higher inflation expectations in a year’s time, this was seen as a “quality problem” to deal with.

The RBNZ didn’t signal a policy bias in the statement wording, but the forward OCR track—which indicates a terminal cash rate of 0.9% by Q3 2020 - and the Governor’s comments in the press conference, in which he said “nothing is ruled out in the future”, suggests the Bank retains a soft easing bias. The Bank has not signalled any near-term policy action, and our interpretation would be that the 50bp move was intended to get ahead of the curve. The Bank’s central scenario would be for no change to the OCR in September. However, its revealed behaviour suggests the Bank will act aggressively and pre-emptively if global conditions or domestic data worsen further. We expect a follow-up OCR rate cut in November.

Market reaction
There has been a huge, front-end led rally in kiwi rates, with 2 year swap 20bps lower to 0.89%, 5 year swap 16bps lower to 1.02% and 10 year swap 15bps lower to 1.31% - all record lows (see Chart 1). The terminal OCR is priced at 0.65%, with most of that easing front-loaded into the next three meetings (see Chart 2 and 3).
**Implications and possible trade expressions:**

Receive short-end kiwi rates tactically

Despite the rally, we still see the risks to the short-end of the kiwi curve to the downside. While the RBNZ hasn’t given an overly strong signal that it will cut again, the market is likely to keep rate cut risk premia priced into the short-end of the curve given the RBNZ’s proactive stance and downside risks to global growth. That should keep the upside to the short-end rates capped—we would be surprised if the market priced the terminal OCR above 0.75% unless there is a material change in global conditions, even if the RBNZ stays on hold in September, as seems likely. That suggests 1y1y shouldn’t trade much above 1.05%. Downside surprises in NZ or global data, another market meltdown, or more aggressive easing from major central banks (in particular the Fed and RBA) can see the rally extend and the market probe terminal cash rate pricing sub-0.5%. We think there is an asymmetric skew lower to short-end pricing and would look to set tactical received positions in 1y1y on a back-up towards 1%. 1y1y rolls positively again, by around 0.5bps per month.

![Chart 4: Look to receive 1y1y tactically towards 1%](image)

Long NZ cross-market and 1y1y NZ-AU specifically

The RBNZ has shown itself to be more proactive than other central banks to date. While the RBNZ is arguably ahead of the curve compared to global peers, if global growth were to slow further or there was to be a significant tightening in financial conditions, recent form would suggest the (initial) RBNZ response would be at least as aggressive as those actions taken by other central banks. NZ is closer to its mandated targets than many central banks, yet this hasn’t stopped the RBNZ cutting more aggressively to this point.

The scope for NZ outperformance against the ‘high yielders’ such as Canada and the US in an extended global easing scenario is likely to be limited, given those two central banks have higher cash rates and greater scope to cut further than the RBNZ. However, we think the risk-reward on NZ-AU compression trades is favourable, despite RBNZ being closer to its inflation and employment targets than the RBA. We entered a receive NZD /pay AUD 1y1y trade at 40bps post the upside surprise to NZ employment data earlier in the week and we think the position can compress further.

RBA Governor Lowe has previously referred to the UK, Canada and US experience as suggesting a possible 0.25%-0.5% lower bound for the Australian cash rate. The market prices the terminal RBA cash rate at 0.35%, suggesting a reasonably high likelihood that the RBA will cut to the lower-end of that range. In contrast, the market prices the terminal OCR at 0.65%, despite the RBNZ seemingly being more open to the idea of negative interest rates as part of its policy toolkit, were unconventional policy to be required (indeed, Governor Orr mentioned the RBNZ’s work on the suite of unconventional policy options was well-advanced, and that it was easily in the realms of possibility that “we may have to use negative interest rates in the future”). An NZ-AU 1y1y compression trade gives exposure to a scenario where the RBA halts rate cuts at 0.25% or 0.5% and the RBNZ at least matches that level. We revise our target on the 1y1y compression trade to 15bps initially and lower the stop to our entry level of 40bps.

The other cross-market trade on our radar is long NZ /short UK. NZ has a higher cash rate than the UK, and BoE Governor Carney recently said the BoE saw the effective lower bound at “close to, but a little above, 0%.” While the UK rate outlook is clouded by Brexit and the end of Carney’s term in January next year, at face value this suggests scope for RBNZ-BoE cash rate convergence in a global easing cycle.

![Chart 5: Market prices RBA terminal cash 30bps over OCR](image)

The outlook for gilt yields is also ambiguous with respect to Brexit. It’s not certain that a no-deal scenario would necessarily trigger lower gilt yields, given the inflationary impact, possibility of capital flight, and prospect of higher future gilt issuance to support the economy (albeit with more QE a possibility). We observe than when the GBP had its flash crash on 7th October 2016, that the 10 year gilt yield rose 10bps.
NZ curve should steepen and BEIs should widen, subject to global forces:

A more proactive RBNZ and a Governor that has articulated a preference for being ahead of the curve should argue for more steepening, especially given 2s5s and 5s10s are still trading near multi-year lows (2s5s briefly inverted for the first time since 2008 in the days leading up to the MPS). The flattening in the curve to date largely reflects the large rally in global rates this year (see Chart 7), and the main risk to a steepening position is that this extends further, notwithstanding the chance of more aggressive RBNZ easing. In addition, were the RBNZ to adopt a doctored forward guidance in the future – one of its stated unconventional policy tools and arguably the easiest to implement – this has the potential to restrain steepening, at least in 2s5s. Our 2s5s trade position is under review.

While the value case for holding NZ linkers on a BEI basis is compelling in our view, and the position will provide positive carry over time if CPI inflation can exceed 1%, the global backdrop for BEIs is challenging, as shown by the sharp falls in recent weeks in Australian and US BEIs (see Chart 8).

NZ 2s10s steepeners boxed with Australian flatteners:

One way to neutralise the inherent bearish bias in a NZ curve steeper would be to box it with a flattener in AUD. Given the RBNZ appears to be proactive and willing to cut more aggressively than the RBA and has suggested a greater openness to negative rates, this implies more scope for front-end led NZ curve steepening. Despite the sharp move yesterday, the NZ-AU 2s10s box is still within proximity of multi-year lows. On a consistent semi-quarterly basis, the AUD and NZD curves are at similar levels, and we would argue that there are more reasons for steepening pressure in NZ than Australia. The NZ-AU box has been highly correlated with the NZ-AU 1y-1y spread over the past twelve months.

Likewise, NZ BEIs should widen from their current depressed levels, given the RBNZ’s apparent determination to achieve inflation at the midpoint of its target range. However, as we argued in a recent note, a re-pricing of NZ BEIs in the near-term is likely to require a long-end led nominal roll-off.
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